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Abstract
Modern type theories (MTTs) find applications in many areas of natural language semantics and give rise to reliable approaches
to natural language inference. In this paper we present an approach to generate pictures and natural language descriptions in
parallel based on a common type-theoretic
semantic representation. It uses the expressive power of modern type theory to
ground objects spatially. This grounded
representation can be used to generate
both pictorial and textual representations
giving rise to a controlled hybrid language.
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Introduction

Using modern type theories (MTT), also called
constructive type theories, for natural language
semantics is an active branch of research withing computational linguistics. It has been
shown that this kind of type theory is suitable to express interesting phenomena within
natural language semantics (Ranta, 1994). We
use MTT to ground objects spatially and use
this representation to generate both pictures
and natural language descriptions in parallel
in a controlled setting.
1.1

Modern type theory in natural
language semantics

Modern type theories go back to the work of Per
Martin-Löf (1972, 1984). His constructive type
theory is an important foundation in computer
science research on computer-assisted proofs.
Related type theories build the basis for proof
assistants such as Agda (Norell, 2007) and Coq
(Coquand and Huet, 1988). Work on using constructive type theory for natural language semantics ranges back to the work by Sundholm
(1989) on generalized quantifiers and Ranta
(1994) on many aspects including anaphoric

expressions, such as the so-called donkey sentences. Over the years many challenges of
natural language semantics have been in focus,
leading to systems for reliable natural language
inference using proof assistants (Bernardy and
Chatzikyriakidis, 2017; Chatzikyriakidis and
Bernardy, 2019).
1.2

Modern type theory in natural
language syntax

Another application of MTTs within computational linguistics is a syntactic framework
called Grammatical Framework (GF) (Ranta,
2009b, 2011). It uses a type-theory based abstract representation of syntactic structures
together with language specific rules for sugaring, also called linearization, to express these
abstract representation in concrete (natural)
languages. The sugaring operation is reversible
which means these language expressions can be
parsed back into abstract representations. Several concrete languages can share the same set
of abstract representations, called an abstract
syntax. We will show how spatial relations can
be modeled as abstract representation within
modern type theory and use the methods of
sugaring to translate the abstract representations into both pictures and natural language
description of these pictures. The techniques
we present here can be implemented in either
GF or Agda in a very similar way. As a consequence we can use GF for handling natural
language expressions and Agda for reasoning.
The implementation in both Agda and GF is
available online.1 .
1.3

Related Work

This paper touches on several more or less related directions of research. We present a con1

https://github.com/daherb/mulle-spatial

trolled hybrid language (Haralambous et al.,
2017), a unified controlled language to create
both natural language expressions and pictorial
representations. There has been some similar
efforts such as the work by Haralambous et al.
(2017) for creating nautical maps and map descriptions in parallel. In general there has been
plenty of work on generating natural language
descriptions from concrete pictures or abstract
picture representations, e.g. (Chen et al., 2019).
What sets our work apart is the more unified
approach to abstract representation and language generation. Finally, there have even been
previous attempt to use related type theories
to express spatial relations between objects, e.g.
Dobnik and Cooper (2013). However, their focus on robotics and modeling concrete object
placement in the real world makes their approach significantly different from our abstract
high-level approach.

2

Abstract Representation

One major idea behind the type theoretic formalization of spatial relations is the fact that
we can use dependent types, i.e. types that
depend on the objects of other types, to model
constraints (Ranta, 2011, Chapter 6). In this
case the constraints decide the placement of
objects in a virtual world. To keep this demonstration simple, we only support two objects
in our world at the same time.
2.1

The World

The world we use in our spatial representation
can be seen as a simplified world in the style
of the SHRDLU block world (Winograd, 1972).
We use a two-dimensional grid in which objects
can be placed. We use natural numbers to address the cells and make sure that all objects
are placed on the grid. We also add constraints
on the object placement that are depending
on the shape of the objects as well as the relationship between the objects. Following the
general concept of modeling constraints as dependent types, we can already on the type level
express a constraint that guarantees that two
given coordinates are placed inside the grid.
This type, InRange, is a type depending on four
natural numbers. It has one constructor and if
we can construct a value with it, we know that
coordinates given by the numbers are valid in

our world.
2.2

The objects and relations

The set of all objects can be defined by enumerating them. The same is the case for the
relations we want to include. We currently include 8 objects and 7 relations. Some of these
objects have implicit properties such as having
to be placed at the bottom of the grid. Houses
and trees for example are supposed to be placed
on ground level. These properties will be enforced in a later step. Among the relations
we include, some are more general than others.
If something is besides of something else, it
can be either to the left or to the right and if
something is on top it can also be considered
above. The objects themselves are clustered
into classes of objects having similar properties. This could be for example all objects that
can be put inside other objects (InsideObject)
or all objects that can contain other objects
(OutsideObject). These classes are expressed by
dependent types depending on the object type.
2.3

Spatial Relations and Constraints

The most interesting part of the abstract representation are the constraints to enforce proper
placements of the objects depending on the
objects and spatial relation involved. First we
have to make sure that the objects can actually be combined in the intended way. We do
not really want to put a house in the tree, except if we plan to build a tree house which is
currently not supported. To enforce this level
of semantics we use the object classification
described above. Based on the object classes
we can define a new type that only guarantees
valid combinations. Each constructor combines
two object classes with a relation that works
between these objects. For example if we have
an InsideObject and an OutsideObject we can
use the relation rin. Sometimes we want to
handle certain objects independently of their
class. We can add specific constructors for
these cases. For example, we don’t want to put
people into other objects in general but people
in houses are quite common. This case can
be handled by a specific constructor. As soon
as we have established that the objects can be
combined in the way we want to, we have to
make sure that their coordinates are valid. We
can express these requirement using dependent

types again, specifically the type ValidPos depending on the relation and the coordinates.
We have one constructor for each of the relations enforcing the specific constraints on the
coordinates. For the case of putting an object
inside another object, the two coordinates have
to be equal. In addition we enforce the fact
that most objects cannot float in thin air, so
the y coordinate of the container has to be 0
to place it on the ground. The constructors
also require an object of InRange, the type we
described previously that guarantees that the
coordinates are valid positions on the grid. For
the other relations different constraints on the
coordinates are enforced.

is not limited to this. We show how we can
generate both natural language picture descriptions as well as the pictures themselves from
the same representation.
3.1

Natural language generation

There has been a long-going effort on how to
express an extensive abstract syntax in GF in
various natural languages. This effort is called
the resource grammar library (RGL) (Ranta,
2009a) which is part of the GF distribution.
Compared to the RGL, the natural language
fragment we want to express is very limited.
However, we use the same methods and data
structures that proved effective for modeling
syntactic phenomena of natural languages. We
2.4 The scene
can use total functions from grammatical features to implement word inflection and use
As a final step we build a scene. It consists of
records to store relevant information. The nectwo objects, their position, the spatial relation
essary grammatical features can be defined by
between the objects and the two proof objects
listing all their values exhaustively. These techshowing that the relation is valid between the
niques are relevant more or less independent of
objects and the positions are valid according
to their spatial relation and relative to the grid. the language but some features might be used
more extensively, for example if a language is
An example scene is shown in Listing 1.2
morphologically rich. We implemented the sugexample : Scene
aring for both English and German and demonexample =
constraintPlace operson ohouse 3 0 3 0 strate the main concepts for German. We start
rin personinhouse
the sugaring from objects of the Scene type and
( validinpos (equal 3) (equal 0)
apply the sugaring functions recursively. We
(equal 0) ( inrange [...]))
have seen an example in Section 2.4. Most of
Listing 1: Example scene
the information stored in this object is not relIn the example scene we have the two ob- evant now, we only care about the objects and
the relation. The relation can just be reprejects operson and ohouse, the spatial relation
sented by a string because prepositions are not
rin, the components of the coordinates repinflected. The object is represented as a record
resenting (3, 0) twice and finally the objects
because it has beside its string representation
telling us that we can put a person in the
also an inherent gender. Besides these two we
house (personinhouse) and that the coordinates
also need a representation of determiners, i.e.
work for putting the person in the house at this
the direct article, in German even though they
position on the grid ((validinpos [...])) using
an object of type InRange as described above. are not included in the abstract representation.
Determiners are inflected by gender and case
In English this scene would be expressed as the
(see
Listing 2).
person is in the house.
The construction \ where in linDet is a combination of lambda abstraction and pattern
3 Sugaring
matching to define the total function mapping
Sugaring is the translation from the abstract
from the grammatical features to strings. In
representation into a concrete language follow- the GF context record types such as LinDet
ing Ranta (1994). These concrete languages
would be called linearization types and linDet
most often are natural languages such as En- linearization functions. The linearization types
glish, German or Swedish. But the technique
are used as intermediate representation in the
2
linearization or sugaring functions. With all
This example is slightly simplified to increase the
readability
these types and functions we can define the

data Gender : Set
fem : Gender
masc : Gender
neutr : Gender
data Case : Set where
nom : Case
dat : Case
record LinDet : Set where
constructor lindet
field
detS : Gender -> Case -> String
linDet : LinDet
linDet = record { detS =
\ where
fem -> \ where
nom -> "die"
dat -> "der"
masc -> \ where
nom -> "der"
dat -> "dem"
neutr -> \ where
nom -> "das"
dat -> "dem"

Listing 2: Representation and sugaring of determiners

sugaring of a scene by pattern matching on its
arguments to only extract the objects and relation. We use the sugaring functions for these
components to get the relevant intermediate
representation. From the objects we get their
string and gender. To get a string from the
determiner we need to apply it to a gender
and a case value. The genders we get from
the objects and the case values from the position in the sentence, nominative in the subject
position and dative after the preposition. Finally we concatenate the strings for the subject
determiner, the subject noun (i.e. the first object), the verb, as well as the second determiner
and object. The verb itself is hard-coded to
the string ist because we only handle singular
objects requiring the third person verb form.
The result of sugaring the example into German
is the phrase die Person ist in dem Haus.
3.2

Picture generation

There are many ways of generating pictures.
For reasons of simplicity we create HTML code
placing icons in a grid of equally sized cells.
To generate the pictures from the same representation we care about the objects and their
coordinates. The only relevance of the relation
is if one object is placed inside another. The
sugaring of an object is the icon to be used and

Figure 1: the person is in the house

the sugaring of a scene is a HTML page where
these icons are placed in the correct position.
The positions can be computed from the coordinates and the size of the grid cells. When one
object is placed inside another we have to scale
down the object on the inside and center it.
Computations can either be executed within
Agda or offloaded to the web browser using
cascading style sheets. The resulting picture
of the example is shown in Figure 1.

4

Conclusion

We present a unified approach to generate pictures and natural language description from
type-theoretic representations. Following Haralambous et al. (2017) our approach can be
seen as a controlled hybrid (visual/natural)
language. It is intended as a starting point for
a general framework to represent objects and
spatial relations between these objects. We
do not claim that the relations we model are
exhaustive and we are aware that the use of
spatial prepositions in natural language use is
not only motivated by the actual spatial placement of objects but can also depend on use
of objects. (Dobnik and Cooper, 2013) give
as an example that the usage of above with
an umbrella implies the use as protection from
rain. However, in this article we cannot touch
on this issue.
A possible use case of our system could be
in computer-assisted language learning, for example within the MULLE system (Lange and
Ljunglöf, 2018). Using pictures and picture descriptions in parallel allows the creation of multimodal exercises to practice the use of prepositions, a relevant skill when learning a new
language (Jarvis and Odlin, 2000). Another
interesting line of research would be to add
a temporal dimension and see how our work
can be combined with methods for temporal
modeling such as work by Fernando (2019).
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